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Equipment & Materials ProcessingNews Update
Calibration software, wafer
probe and mask aligner 
Süss MicroTec has released two
new products, SussCal 6 and
Multi IZI Probe.
SussCal 6 is a new version of
the company’s high frequency
calibration software, SussCal. It
provides a fully automated
multi-port calibration for wafer-
level test systems. Running on a
standard Windows-PC, the cali-
bration software controls the
multi-port VNA, the automatic or
semiautomatic probe station,
and the probe manipulators.The
software also supports multi-
port VNAs from all major manu-
facturers, giving engineers the
flexibility to choose test equip-
ment that best fits their needs.
Further, the company has added
to its wafer probe range by
launching the Multi IZI Probe,
which is claimed to be the only
RF wafer probe offering up to
eight independent RF transmis-
sion lines with 50 Ohm imped-
ance. The probe can be individ-
ually configured with RF and
DC contacts for mixed-mode
testing of RF and DC compo-
nents using a one wafer probe.
For full flexibility, other electri-
cal components and integrated
circuits can also be placed
directly on the probe.To ensure
perfect contact at every touch-
down, the probe has long con-
tact springs that move inde-
pendently from one another.
Steffen Schott, HF Product
Manager at Süss, said:“We are
certain that this probe will be a
highlight for a lot of engineers
and testers looking for a flexible
and accurate solution for RF
multi-port testing up to 10 GHz.”
In other news, Süss MicroTec
received an order for its
MA200Compact high precision
production mask aligner from
an undisclosed Japanese manu-
facturer of MEMS components.
MA200Compact is Süss’ next
generation, full-field lithography
production platform. It is
equipped with the patent pend-
ing Süss DirectAlign function,
which allows for an overlay
accuracy down to 0.5µm. Its
submicron alignment makes it
ideal for a variety of novel appli-
cations in the field of thick
resists flip chip bumping, wafer
level packaging, MEMS, nan-
otechnology and telecommuni-
cations devices. In addition the
machine offers a new, flexible
robot handler design and a 
minimal footprint.
Dear Sirs,
Space did not permit lengthy
author acknowledgements in
the recent article “Fabricating
photonic crystals in InP”
(III-Vs Review: June/July
2005), but we would like to
acknowledge the work of the
wider Communication
Photonics Group at ETH
Zurich, Switzerland, of P.
Strasser, R.Wüest and F. Robin
in writing the article in collab-
oration with our other cus-
tomers M. Cryan (University of
Bristol, UK) and K. Srinivasan
(Caltech, USA).We are grateful
for the authors’ time and effort
in bringing their photonic
crystal work performed on
Oxford Instruments systems to
a wider audience via III-Vs
Review.
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